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Abstract

The recent Touché lab’s argument retrieval task
focuses on controversial topics like ‘Should bot-
tled water be banned?’ and asks to retrieve rele-
vant pro/con arguments. Interestingly, the most
effective systems submitted to that task still are
based on lexical retrieval models like BM25.
In other domains, neural retrievers that capture
semantics are more effective than lexical base-
lines. To add more “semantics” to argument
retrieval, we propose to combine lexical mod-
els with DeepCT-based document term weights.
Our evaluation shows that our approach is more
effective than all the systems submitted to the
Touché lab while being on par with modern
neural re-rankers that themselves are computa-
tionally more expensive.

1 Introduction

Lexical retrieval models like BM25 (Robertson
et al., 1994) or DirichletLM (Zhai and Lafferty,
2001) are the basis of many of the early argument
retrieval approaches (Chernodub et al., 2019; Pot-
thast et al., 2019; Stab et al., 2018; Wachsmuth
et al., 2017) and also were the most common choice
of many participants of the Touché lab’s shared
task on argument retrieval for controversial ques-
tions (Bondarenko et al., 2020, 2021). A few neu-
ral rankers like K-NRM (Xiong et al., 2017) and
CEDR (MacAvaney et al., 2019) were used by the
task participants but showed to be less effective
than the task’s official DirichletLM-based base-
line. Interestingly, also newer neural retrieval mod-
els like ColBERTv2 (Santhanam et al., 2022) and
LaPraDoR (Xu et al., 2022) are less effective than
BM25 on the Touché subset of the BEIR bench-
mark for zero-shot retrieval (Thakur et al., 2021).

In this paper, we propose to improve the effec-
tiveness of lexical argument retrieval models by
adding a semantic document expansion step that
uses term weights calculated by DeepCT (Dai and

Callan, 2020b). For term weighting, DeepCT uti-
lizes contextualized word representations generated
by BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and is then fine-
tuned to predict whether a document term is likely
to appear in “relevant” queries. At the inference
step, a fine-tuned model is applied to every docu-
ment in the retrieval collection independently from
the test queries. Hence, an advantage of DeepCT is
that the inference can be done offline before index-
ing the corpus. Another advantage is that DeepCT
does not necessarily require relevance judgments
either for training or for inference making DeepCT
beneficial for retrieval tasks in specialized domains
that have no or little training data.

For our experiments, we use the lexical retrieval
models BM25 and DirichletLM and their combina-
tion with the query expansion model RM3 (Abdul-
Jaleel et al., 2004). We test these models on the
Touché 2020 and 2021 test collections consisting
of 49 and 50 test queries on controversial topics re-
spectively, the args.me corpus (Ajjour et al., 2019)
as a document collection (about 400,000 docu-
ments, i.e., English arguments crawled from on-
line debate portals), and 6,000 graded relevance
judgments (not relevant, relevant, and highly rel-
evant) from Touché. Additionally, we expand the
documents in the retrieval corpus based on the
term weights predicted by fine-tuned DeepCT mod-
els. To fine-tune the DeepCT models (originally
trained on the MS MARCO dataset (Nguyen et al.,
2016)) specifically for the argument retrieval task,
we make use of the args.me structured documents,
consisting of the argument premises, the conclu-
sion, and the main debate topic. We use either the
conclusions or the debate topics combined with the
conclusions as ground truth terms in the reference
field of DeepCT. Afterwards, we apply the fine-
tuned DeepCT model to the whole args.me corpus
and expand the document’s premises by repeating
terms based on the learned DeepCT term weights.

We compare our approaches with the following



baselines: (1) the most effective Touché systems
(that use BM25 and DirchletLM combined with
query and document processing) and (2) BM25
combined with neural re-rankers: (a) a contex-
tualized late interaction model ColBERT (Khat-
tab and Zaharia, 2020), (b) pointwise cross-
encoders monoBERT (Nogueira and Cho, 2019)
and monoT5 (Nogueira et al., 2020), and (c) a zero-
shot listwise re-ranker LiT5 (Tamber et al., 2023).

To evaluate the retrieval effectiveness, we use
nDCG@5 (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002), the of-
ficial evaluation measure of the Touché task. To
account for missing relevance judgments (up to
60%; see Table 2), we measure nDCG@5 after re-
moving unjudged documents from ranked results
as proposed by Sakai (2007) and use the bpref mea-
sure (Buckley and Voorhees, 2004) which is robust
to missing relevance judgments.

The evaluation results show that our DeepCT-
enhanced lexical argument retrieval approach is
more effective than all the systems submitted to the
Touché task while being on par with modern neural
re-rankers that are more computationally expen-
sive. Our findings thus may indicate the potential
of combining lexical models with semantic docu-
ment expansion for specialized retrieval tasks like
argument retrieval, where little or no training data
(in terms of relevance judgments) is available.1

2 Related Work

Retrieving relevant arguments from the Web is es-
sential to support discussions on controversial top-
ics like ‘Should bottled water be banned?’ (Ajjour
et al., 2019). Until now, lexical retrieval models
like BM25 (Robertson et al., 1994) and Dirich-
letLM (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001) have been the
most effective retrievers for this task (Potthast
et al., 2019). For instance, argument search en-
gines args.me (Wachsmuth et al., 2017), Argu-
menText (Stab et al., 2018), and TARGER (Chern-
odub et al., 2019), all use BM25 for initial retrieval.
However, even though neural retrievers like Col-
BERTv2 (Santhanam et al., 2022), LaPraDoR (Xu
et al., 2022), or COCO-DR (Yu et al., 2022) have
led to effectiveness improvements in many domain-
specific retrieval tasks as evaluated in the BEIR
benchmark (Thakur et al., 2021), for argument re-
trieval (e.g., the Touché subset of BEIR), lexical
retrievers still outperform neural models.

1Code and data are at https://github.com/webis-de/
argmining24-deepct-lexical-argument-retrieval/

Studying argument retrieval approaches was also
carried out as part of the Touché lab’s shared
tasks on argument retrieval for controversial ques-
tions (Bondarenko et al., 2020, 2021). Most of the
participant’s approaches used lexical retrieval mod-
els (i.e., BM25 and DirichletLM) for initial doc-
ument retrieval combined with various query pro-
cessing and reformulation techniques. The initial
document candidates were further re-ranked based
on the estimated document argumentativeness (i.e.,
the presence of conclusions and premises) and ar-
gument quality. Several tested neural rankers, like
K-NRM (Xiong et al., 2017) and CEDR (MacA-
vaney et al., 2019) were less effective (measured
with nDCG@5) than the lexical models.

Lexical retrieval models (that rely on an exact
match between the query and document terms),
conversely, may suffer from “ignoring” the se-
mantic similarity between the query and docu-
ment terms. Hence, we propose to combine lex-
ical retrievers (that are effective for argument re-
trieval) with document expansion based on esti-
mated semantic term importance (term weights)
predicted by DeepCT (Dai and Callan, 2020b,a).
The DeepCT model exploits the BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) fine-tuning paradigm by fine-tuning
a pre-trained BERT model to predict the impor-
tance of words in documents w.r.t. reference terms
(e.g., query terms). Fine-tuning aims to minimize
the mean square error between the predicted term
weights and the ground truth term weights. The
ground truth labels can be generated using docu-
ments only, relevance labels, or pseudo-relevance
feedback. In our work, we use the documents-
only approach which does not require manual rele-
vance labels for fine-tuning DeepCT (cf. Section 3
for more details). The fine-tuned DeepCT is then
applied to the documents and predicts the docu-
ment term importance scores. Finally, the docu-
ments are modified by repeating terms proportion-
ally to predicted weights (w ∗ 100, where term
weights w ∈ [0, 1]), thus boosting the term fre-
quency of the repeated terms in the inverted index.
Thus, lexical retrieval models that rely on the term
frequency as a relevance signal can benefit from
repeated “relevant” document terms. It has been
shown that combining DeepCT with lexical models
improves the effectiveness of ad hoc retrieval (Dai
and Callan, 2020b,a) on general-domain document
collections, e.g., MS MARCO (Nguyen et al.,
2016) or Wikipedia articles (Dietz et al., 2017).
Thus, we aim to test a combination of lexical re-

https://github.com/webis-de/argmining24-deepct-lexical-argument-retrieval/
https://github.com/webis-de/argmining24-deepct-lexical-argument-retrieval/


trieval models with semantic document expansion
for the argument retrieval task.

For the evaluation of argument retrieval ap-
proaches, several datasets (Abbott et al., 2016;
Hidey et al., 2017; Ajjour et al., 2019) and the
Touché test collections (Bondarenko et al., 2020,
2021) emerged. By far the largest and hence one of
the most frequently used document collections, the
args.me corpus, contains about 400,000 arguments
crawled from online debates on controversial top-
ics (Ajjour et al., 2019). The Touché shared tasks
on argument retrieval for controversial questions
also used the args.me corpus. Additionally, the
task organizers created and published manual rele-
vance judgments and runs (ranked results) submit-
ted by the task participants. Our experiments use
the Touché data from the years 2020 and 2021.

3 Data and Approach

Data. In this work, we use the datasets from the
Touché 2020 and 2021 tasks on controversial argu-
ment retrieval (Bondarenko et al., 2020, 2021). The
task was to retrieve and rank relevant argumentative
documents for queries addressing socially impor-
tant (and often controversial) topics like ‘Should
bottled water be banned?’. The document collec-
tion was the args.me corpus (Ajjour et al., 2019)
containing about 400,000 arguments crawled from
different online debate portals. Each document is
structured and contains a debate topic field (e.g.,
‘Pollution’), an argument conclusion (e.g., ‘Plastic
bottles should be banned’), and a main content
containing several premises (i.e., reasons, opin-
ions, or evidence that support or attack the conclu-
sion). We access all the data inside the PyTerrier
framework (Macdonald and Tonellotto, 2020) via
ir_datasets (MacAvaney et al., 2021), includ-
ing queries, document collection, and available
document-level manual relevance judgments (the
participants’ systems are available at the Touché
task website https://touche.webis.de).

DeepCT-based term weighting. Our pilot ex-
periments using the original DeepCT model pre-
trained on the MS MARCO dataset showed that the
retrieval effectiveness of lexical models degrades
(cf. DirichletLM + DeepCT achieves nDCG@5
of 0.59 vs. 0.83 that DirichletLM achieves on the
unmodified args.me corpus). This is likely due to
the document domain change (general domain vs.
argument retrieval). We thus opt for fine-tuning
DeepCT for the argument retrieval task on the

Table 1: Example of a training sample to fine-tune
DeepCT created using the conclusion ‘Banning bottled
water would reduce waste and protect the environment’
as a reference field. The important terms identified by
DeepCT at the inference step are in bold; superscripts
indicate the number of times each term is repeated in the
document (term weights predicted by DeepCT (from 0
to 1) multiplied by 100).

Passage: Plastic water(48) bottles(23) were the third
most commonly collected waste(34) during the
Ocean Conservancy’s International Coastal
Cleanup behind cigarette butts and plastic
food wrappers. By 2050, estimates suggest
there will be more plastic waste(14) by weight
in the oceans than fish. [. . . ] A nation-
wide ban(27) on bottled(21) water(17) would
lead to an estimated 68 billion fewer plastic
water(14) bottles(19) being manufactured, pur-
chased, used, and discarded.

Reference: water: 1.0, bottles: 1.0, waste: 1.0, ban: 1.0,
bottled: 1.0.

args.me corpus. To create training samples for fine-
tuning, we use a content-based weak-supervision
strategy proposed by Dai and Callan (2020a) that
determines the target important terms by utilizing
the document’s structure (i.e., different fields like
debate topic, conclusion, and premises in our case).
Since the Touché queries are used for testing, as a
reference field for fine-tuning, we use either an ar-
gument’s conclusion field of the args.me document
or a concatenation of a debate topic and conclusion.

Following the original DeepCT fine-tuning strat-
egy (Dai and Callan, 2020b), we split the premises
of the args.me documents into passages of 500
tokens to comply with the DeepCT input limit
of 512 tokens. To identify the reference field’s
ground truth terms, we remove stop words using
NLTK (Bird, 2006) from passages, conclusions,
and debate topics. Afterwards, we apply stem-
ming using the NLTK’s Porter stemmer (Porter,
1980). The reference field’s ground truth terms are
selected as follows: If there is a stem of a word
from a passage and this stem also appears in the
stemmed conclusion (or debate topic + conclusion),
the original form of the word is added to the refer-
ence field. The target term weights are assigned 1.0
(see Table 1 for an example).

To fine-tune DeepCT, we use three variants of
the args.me corpus: (1) all documents in the corpus;
and to analyze the effect of possible train-test leak-
age: (2) judged documents from the Touché 2020
and 2021 tasks are removed, and (3) top-50 docu-
ments from all systems submitted to Touché 2020

https://touche.webis.de


Table 2: Retrieval effectiveness of the best data transformation technique to fine-tune DeepCT (as per nDCG@5)
per retrieval model (BM25, DirichletLM (DLM), and their combinations with RM3; model parameters tuned, see
Column ‘PT’) on the Touché 2020 and 2021 datasets: (1) all args.me documents, (2) judged documents are removed,
and (3) top-50 documents are removed. Document fields used as the reference field for DeepCT: debate topic
and conclusion (TC), or conclusion only (C). Both retrieval models without DeepCT doc. term weighting, best
Touché systems, and neural baselines from TIREx are reported for comparison. The nDCG@5 scores are evaluated
after removing unjudged documents (cf. the ratio of retrieved documents with relevance judgments, ‘judged@5’).
The bpref score is robust to unjudged documents. Underlines denote the best system per metric; bold indicates
significant equivalence to the best system within ±0.1 (two one-sided t-tests, p < 0.05, Bonferroni correction).

Retrieval model PT Data transf. nDCG@5 bpref judged@5

To
uc

hé
20

20

DeepCT + DLM + RM3 ✓ (1), C 0.88 0.71 0.45
BM25 + monoT5 × n/a 0.87 0.81 0.41
DeepCT + BM25 + RM3 ✓ (2), TC 0.87 0.77 0.46
BM25 + RM3 ✓ n/a 0.87 0.71 0.43
BM25 + LiT5 × n/a 0.86 0.51 0.39
BM25 + monoBERT × n/a 0.85 0.79 0.41
DeepCT + BM25 ✓ (2), TC 0.84 0.71 0.47
BM25 + ColBERT × n/a 0.83 0.77 0.42
Best Touché × n/a 0.83 0.70 1.00
DeepCT + DLM ✓ (2), TC 0.82 0.68 0.47
DLM + RM3 ✓ n/a 0.82 0.58 0.51
BM25 ✓ n/a 0.80 0.64 0.44
DLM ✓ n/a 0.78 0.57 0.56

To
uc

hé
20

21

BM25 + monoT5 × n/a 0.77 0.80 0.70
DeepCT + BM25 ✓ (3), TC 0.74 0.74 0.78
DeepCT + BM25 + RM3 ✓ (2), TC 0.74 0.74 0.70
Best Touché × n/a 0.74 0.73 1.00
DeepCT + DLM ✓ (1), TC 0.74 0.72 0.79
BM25 + monoBERT × n/a 0.73 0.77 0.69
BM25 + LiT5 × n/a 0.73 0.59 0.79
DeepCT + DLM + RM3 ✓ (1), TC 0.70 0.73 0.72
BM25 + RM3 ✓ n/a 0.70 0.65 0.82
BM25 + ColBERT × n/a 0.69 0.75 0.63
BM25 ✓ n/a 0.67 0.62 0.95
DLM ✓ n/a 0.67 0.62 0.94
DLM + RM3 ✓ n/a 0.64 0.56 0.75

and 2021 are removed from args.me. After expand-
ing the passages using the fine-tuned DeepCT mod-
els, the passages are concatenated back into com-
plete documents. The original args.me corpus is
then modified with the three differently fine-tuned
DeepCT models, resulting in three corpus variants.

Retrieval models. For every variant of the modi-
fied corpus, we test the effectiveness of BM25 and
DirichletLM and their combination with the query
expansion model RM3. We select the model’s
parameters using grid search and two-fold cross-
validation (each fold is either the Touché 2020
or 2021 relevance judgments) implemented in
PyTerrier (Macdonald and Tonellotto, 2020).

4 Evaluation

We compare our approaches (lexical retrieval mod-
els with DeepCT-based corpus transformations)

with the most effective systems at Touché 2020
(49 queries, and 2,298 relevance judgments)
and 2021 (50 queries, and 3,711 judgments) as
well as with four strong neural retrieval baselines
implemented in TIREx (Fröbe et al., 2023).

Due to the high portion of missing judgments
for systems not in the Touché’s original pool
(cf. column ‘judged@5’ in Table 2), we measure
nDCG@5 (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002), the of-
ficial evaluation measure of the Touché task, af-
ter removing unjudged documents as proposed
by Sakai (2007). In our evaluation, we also in-
clude the bpref measure (Buckley and Voorhees,
2004) that is invariant to missing judgments. While
removing unjudged documents and using bpref
have been accepted in IR evaluation, filling in
missing judgments by manual annotation can pro-
vide more robust evaluation results in future work.
We use the effectiveness measures implemented in



ir_measures (MacAvaney et al., 2022).
At Touché 2020, the most effective system

(highest nDCG@5 and highest bpref; cf. Table 2)
was the official Touché task baseline that used
Lucene’s (Bialecki et al., 2012) DirichletLM im-
plementation without any query or document pro-
cessing (all the participants’ systems were less ef-
fective). In 2021, the most effective participants’
systems were the following: (1) Lucene’s BM25,
stop word removal, and boolean OR query (highest
nDCG@5), and (2) Lucene’s DirichletLM, stop
word removal, and stemming using the Krovetz
stemmer (Krovetz, 1993) (highest bpref).

We complement the best systems at Touché
(which are all based on lexical retrieval) with
four neural re-rankers: (1) ColBERT (Khattab
and Zaharia, 2020), a contextualized late interac-
tion model that uses BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
(2–3) monoBERT (Nogueira and Cho, 2019) and
monoT5 (Nogueira et al., 2020), two pointwise
cross-encoder models based on BERT and T5 (Raf-
fel et al., 2020), and (4) LiT5 (Tamber et al., 2023),
a zero-shot listwise re-ranker using T5. All four
models were used in a re-ranking setting using
TIREx (Fröbe et al., 2023), to re-rank the top-1000
documents retrieved by BM25.

Results. With respect to both nDCG@5 and
bpref, our approach of using DeepCT for seman-
tic document term weighting improves over the
Touché best systems when using the BM25 retrieval
model. When using DirichletLM, the DeepCT term
weighting does not outperform the participants’ sys-
tems on the Touché 2021 data. We also find that
the best neural baseline, monoT5 as a re-ranker,
is also more effective than the best Touché sys-
tems of 2021, while the other neural re-rankers fall
back behind. Our most effective DeepCT-based
approach does not outperform monoT5; yet, it is
on par with monoT5 for Touché 2020 data (signifi-
cantly equivalent to the best system within a ±0.1
band, see Table 2) and not far off on the 2021 data.
The promising effectiveness indicates the potential
of combining lexical models with semantic docu-
ment term weighting for argument retrieval tasks.
In contrast to neural models, however, DeepCT is
applied at index time and does not require model
inference at query time. As we also showed, fine-
tuning DeepCT does not require manual relevance
judgments. Thus, our approach can have beneficial
properties for deployment in low-resource environ-
ments which is common for specialized tasks like

argument retrieval.
Furthermore, in at least half of the retrieval sce-

narios, fine-tuning DeepCT on the args.me docu-
ments after removing the judged ones, results in
the highest evaluation scores. Thus, we do not
observe strong evidence of the train-test leakage
influence on the retrieval results. Moreover, com-
bining an argument conclusion with a debate topic
for fine-tuning DeepCT often benefits the retrieval
effectiveness of lexical models.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to combine lexical re-
trieval models with semantic document expansion
for argument retrieval. Specifically, to calculate
the term weights, we fine-tuned DeepCT on the
args.me corpus. The main advantages of DeepCT
are that the calculation of term weights can be done
in an offline fashion before document indexing and
that its training does not require manual relevance
judgments. This is especially important in the spe-
cialized domains (e.g., argument retrieval), where
no or little training data is available. Furthermore,
at query time only lexical retrieval models are used
on the expanded documents that require less com-
putational resources than neural models.

Our evaluation results showed that adding some
“semantics” to strong lexical argument retrieval ap-
proaches improves the overall effectiveness over
the lexical retrieval alone. Additionally, we showed
that our approach is on par with modern neural re-
rankers, which themselves can be more computa-
tionally expensive. However, we also indicated that
for a more robust conclusion, further experiments
should be conducted, where the missing relevance
judgments are filled.

Another potentially interesting future direction
can be to include the argument mining step in
the document expansion process, for instance, us-
ing only argumentative parts (conclusions and
premises) of documents for fine-tuning DeepCT.
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